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Abstract—This paper studies the relationship between the 2019
Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, its public health and
economic impact, and rates of economic inclusion and access to
banking services throughout the pandemic in the United States.
For select U.S. counties, this paper examined COVID-19 infection
and mortality rates, unemployment rates and the number of
bank closures, and the rate of economic inclusion to discover
any notable relationships. Lastly, select features are evaluated
for the predictive capability of the county and county-equivalent
rates of unbanked households to better inform policy making
given that the unbanked household rates are unknown for most
counties.

Index Terms—Pandemic, COVID-19, Transformer, Machine
learning, Artificial Intelligence

I. INTRODUCTION

The coronavirus pandemic has created fundamentally new
disruptions and continues to exacerbate existing long-term
issues and underlying disparities in the United States, with
significant impact to both public health and the economy. The
coronavirus pandemic has quickly reached community-spread
level virtually in every locale in the United States and has had
a significant impact on the physical and economic well-being
of millions of U.S. households. Mounting evidence continues
to emerge which demonstrates major disparities in COVID-
19 incidence and mortality rates, as well as unemployment
and general economic impact for different racial and income
groups, underscoring the insidious nature of the pandemic in
traveling along existing fault lines of inequality in the United
States.

Direct access to the formal economy in the United States
via the established banking system similarly matches patterns
of structural inequality. The most recent analysis by the
Federal Reserve indicates that nearly 22% of adults are either
unbanked, having no checking, savings, or money market
account, or underbanked, defined as having a bank account
but still relying on alternative financial service products, with
higher percentage of black and Hispanic adults classified un-
banked as opposed to white adults (Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, 2020). Unbanked and underbanked
individuals rely more on alternative financial products, such
as such as check cashing, payday lending, and pawn-shop

loans lack consumer protections found in mainstream financial
products and services, and tend to be more costly in the
long-run, and stands in contrast to full participation in the
banking industry which reduces vulnerability both to theft
and discriminatory and predatory lending practices (Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, 2017).

Maintaining access to a bank account not only establishes
access to credit from traditional mainstream sources, but
further supports consumer participation in Fintech products,
including digital payment platforms and mobile banking, that
provide convenience as well as seamless access to eCom-
merce platforms (Detrixhe, 2020). The unbanked population,
numbering approximately 14.1 million adults and 6.4 million
children, are further removed from federal pandemic relief
efforts and will experience longer waits in accessing stimulus
funds provided on paper checks and prepaid cards relative
to fully banked households which can utilize near-immediate
direct deposit of funds into their bank accounts [1] [2] [3] [4]

We Use transfer learning models [5] [6]–[8] [9] [10] and
machine learning [11] [12] [13] models [14] [15]. [16], [17],
and BERT [18]. for this research project.

[11] [19]. [12] [20] [21]. [22], [23]

A. problem

The current general academic and practitioner consensus is
that the ongoing coronavirus pandemic has had an outsized
impact on the most financially-vulnerable population in the
United States – the unbanked and underbanked. The goal of
our project is to more clearly understand the linkages between
the coronavirus pandemic and unbanked and underbanked
communities by examining unemployment rates, bank closure
rates, and small business closures in largely unbanked and
underbanked counties.

As increasing economic and financial inclusion and in-
creasing participation in the economy is an accepted and
expressed bipartisan goal, it is critical to understand how
unbanked and underbanked populations may potentially be
more vulnerable to the COVID-19 pandemic, as measured by
unemployment rates, bank closure rates, and small business
closures. Ultimately, we seek to provide an answer to the
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following: can unbanked/underbanked and pandemic rates,
in addition to available demographic information be used
to predict unemployment, bank branch closure, and small
business closure rates for a given county in the United States?

II. METHOD

The focus of our project would be to determine a rela-
tionship between the pandemic and current rates of financial
inclusion, unemployment, small business closures, and bank
branch closures rates of select counties across the United
States.

In our research for the problem statement we have collected
data for coronavirus rates provided by the Johns Hopkins
University Center for Systems Science and Engineering, as
well as the dataset collected by the FDIC and Census Bureau
as part of the Current Population Survey supplement for
unbanked and underbanked households. We are using local
area unemployment statistics provided by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics for county-level unemployment rates, and a dataset
of bank branch closures compiled manually through the Of-
fice of the Comptroller and Currency Corporate Applications
Search (CAS). We are currently in the process of selecting
and finalizing a dataset capture the rate of small business
closures by county to use a proxy for economic impact of the
coronavirus pandemic, in addition to local area unemployment
rates. These datasets combined give us the data about the
drastic changes occurred during the COVID-19, which gave
us an insight about our problem statement. [24] [25].

Data cleaning is a process of identifying unwanted or
unused data and eliminating them from the dataset after
integration. There are few actions we can perform in the
cleaning process like add, delete, edit, replace in order to
achieve a cleaned data set from analysis. There are three main
steps important from cleansing our data. Standardization: It
is better to use the universal and replacement format while
performing data entry. Validation: To know the accuracy of
our data, we need to verify it.

Deduplication: It is necessary that we remove duplicate data
for an efficient and accurate data set. Data cleaning has not
been started at the time of milestone 1 submission. This task
will be achieved using the languages R and python and tools
like Jupyter and RStudio. We will be replacing the missing
values with mean or zero and search for any duplication or
standardization error using filter options and replace them with
the opted standard.

A. Visualizations

Visualizations are the last part of our research which will
help us to demonstrate our output efficiently. It will help
us to show the summary of our research using platforms
like Tableau, Python and R studio. Tableau is a tool that
will simplify raw data into an understandable format. The
visualizations created using tableau are generally in the form
of worksheets and dashboards. Additionally, we will also
utilize python and R language to build some visualizations like
bar chart, heat maps etc. We will choose the best visualization

chart to portray our result of the effect of corona virus in
employment/unemployment rates at the end of our project.

B. Result Evaluation and Report

After data interpretation and visualization, bringing evalua-
tion results together will be out final step. Data interpretation
is done in order to evaluate the project from comprehensive
viewpoint of the five criteria and draw a conclusion. This is
the value judgment process. Like we initially submitted the
project mile stone 1 report on how we will accomplish the
specific tasks and steps, we will be submitting an evaluation
report at last as a final submission about our results, find-
ings, approaches, analysis, visualizations and all other steps
involved in our phases of the project.

III. CONCLUSION

In this project, our goal is to examine how the coronavirus
pandemic has impacted financially vulnerable households in
the United States by focusing on the connection between the
rates of coronavirus incidence and underbanked and unbanked
households with respect to unemployment rates, small business
closure rates, and bank closure rates. We will attempt to
accurately be able to predict the unemployment, bank closing,
and small business closure rates of a given county based on
the COVID-19 county rates and number of unbanked and
underbanked households.
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